Dear Friends,

You kindly agreed becoming a member of The Association “Friends of the Historical Archives of the European Union”. As to support its activities and initiatives we ask you to send us as soon as possible your membership fees.

The membership is annual and the rates for the forthcoming year are:

- Students, Ordinary members: €20 / €30
- Honorary members (including associations): €200

It is also possible to support the Association by contributing with a higher amount.

A membership year covers the period from 1st September to 31st August.

The membership gives you access to the following privileges and opportunities:

- Participation to the general assemblies
- Receiving information on the Association’s activities
- Collaboration to the Association’s working groups
- Information on the release and access to archival collections
- Discount on archives reproduction costs

HOW TO PAY

Payment can be made in one of the following ways, as per the Fees Form below:

1) cash or other direct deposit (at the EUI branch of the Cassa di Risparmio di Firenze or any other branch of the CRF)
2) bank transfer

Please complete the form and send it via post, email or fax to the Historical Archives of the European Union, to the attention of the Treasurer of the Association.

The contact information are:

Friends of the Historical Archives of the European Union
Historical Archives of the European Union
Villa Salviati
Via Bolognese 156
50139 Firenze - Italy

Once the Treasurer receives the receipt of your payment confirmation your membership will be registered.

Villa Salviati • Via Bolognese 156 • 50139 Firenze (FI) • Italy
friends.haeu@eui.eu
WHAT ELSE WE NEED FROM YOU TO REGISTER YOU

Please send also to: friends.HAEU@eui.eu
• possibly a digital photo of yourself (new requests only)
• a complete postal address

Information about Friends of the Historical Archives Association can be found at:
http://www.eui.eu/HistoricalArchivesofEU/friends

Should you have any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact friends.HAEU@eui.eu
Best regards,

The Friends of the Historical Archives Association

Jean-Marie Palayret,
President

Laura Burgassi
Treasurer

FEES FORM - PAYMENT INSTRUCTIONS FOR FRIENDS OF THE HISTORICAL ARCHIVES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

Please complete this form, then send it or email it to

Mrs. Laura Burgassi, Treasurer, Friends of the Historical Archives of the European Union
Villa Salviati
Via Bolognese 156
50139 Firenze
ITALY

The membership fees are:
• Ordinary member: researcher: 20, -other: 30€
• Honorary member: 200€

Name:

E-mail:

complete postal address:
Payment for:       ORDINARY MEMBER       HONORARY MEMBER

YEAR 20.. - 20..

☐       ☐

I have made a:

cash or other direct deposit       ☐

bank transfer       ☐

of €............................

to the Friends of the Historical Archives of the European Union Association's bank account:

Friends Of European Union Historical Archives
Cassa di Risparmio di Firenze,
via Bufalini, 4
50122-Firenze

IBAN:IT62Y0616002800100000012044
BIC:CRFIIT3F

IMPORTANT: You must ensure that the amount arrives in full. Bank fees and any other bank charges must be paid, by you, at the time the transfer is effectuated. All bank communications must state the name of the person requesting membership and the purpose as "Friends of the HAEU Fee (2017)".

Signature:        Date: